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Self-guided trekking ‘the Tracks of the  Bear’  

8-day hike through the Valia Kalda, East Zagoria 

and Smolikas 2021 (PVWT311I) 

Also bookable as 14-day hike with extension in the  

Central Zagoria (tour code PCWT311I) 

 

 

Our hiking philosophy: active during the day, and in the afternoon a warm shower, a good 

meal and a comfortable bed in a small-scale accommodation. 

 

We invite you to join us! 

 

more information: www.annahiking.nl 
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About AnnaHiking 

In 1991 we visited Greece for the first time. Our love for the country, the culture, the climate, 

the food, the language and the Greek has grown ever since. We feel at home here and want to 

communicate this feeling to others. 

Many people are familiar with the Greek beaches: is there more? 

Sure! The mountaineous mainland offers the traditional way of 

living, close to nature. Here you won’t find beaches, but gurgling 

streams with waterfalls, small houses hugging the mountainside 

and  welcoming people. 

We explored several hiking routes and described them in detail. 

We regularly revise the routes and the description where 

necessary. As an individual traveller we offer you these 

descriptions together with GPS-tracks and marked detailed maps, 

so you can find your way easily. We also offer you an 

information package with background information, tips for the 

best meals and several other useful trivia. 

The tour location 

 
 

 (the orange lines are the alternatives) 

 

General tour information 

The hikes take place in the mountaineous areas of the National Parks Valia Kalda and Vikos-

Aoos (Zagoria), where bears and other protected species still live in the wild. They are shy so 

there is little chance of encounter, but you’ll certainly come across the tracks! 

The net walking time is between 5 and 8½ hours (excluding the breaks). You may extend 

your stay in each accommodation; we offer more hikes from several locations. For the last 

overnight stay you may also choose a luxury accommodation with swimming pool in Konitsa 

(surcharge). 

Most walks are on narrow and sometimes steep mountain paths. The paths generally are open 

and adequately waymarked. There are often loose stones and steep drop-offs. You must be 

sure-footed and fit and not vertigo-prone. 

http://www.annahiking.nl/
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We advise you to arrive well trained and fit with well worn-in and ankle-high hiking boots. 

Thus you’ll get more pleasure out of your hiking holiday. 

This is a hiking tour for experienced mountain hikers who prefer to evade the trodden paths 

and do not mind stoney slopes and mountain meadows without a clear path. 

   

bear footprint bear scratches bear droppings  

(had berries for food) 

Modular set-up: extensions/alterations/abbrevations 

• The arrangement can be shortened, extended with walks and free days: see the extra 

walks at the end of the document. 

• From Konitsa you may extend the tour in the Central Zagoria to a 14-day hike; see tour 

code PCWT311I. Other tour extensions in the Central Zagoria are also possible. 

• You may combine the tour with a mini-trekking or walks in the South Pindos 

(Tzoumerka) or along the Corfu Trail (Kerkyra). We’ll gladly help you with the logistics. 

• You might also stay some days in Ioannina to explore the city and her environment. 

• Of course you may also travel on to another destination in Greece. We’ll gladly offer 

advice. 

For all your wishes: ask for an estimate! 

Walking in the Pindos 

The Pindos mountain range runs along the borders of Epiros and Thessalia provinces in the 

northwestern mainland of Greece. 

The area has been inhabited since 5000 BC. In the 4th century BC. many fortifications were 

built, but little is still visible. The golden age was from 1200 to the start of the Turkish 

domination in 1430. The inhabitants lived from agriculture, cattle breeding and trade.  

The Arachthos and her many side rivers have made 

deep impressions in the landscape causing sharp peaks 

and narrow deep gorges. The rock is a mixture of soft 

sandstone, hard schists and watersoluble limestone, 

creating caves, waterfalls and underground rivers. 

Beautiful arched bridges built over the rivers are a 

feature of the area. 

During the last Ice Age various ‘pingos’ came into 

being: holes covered with imprenetable clay, high on 

the slopes. Rain water fills this holes to form intensely blue lakes, full of the Alpine newt. 
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Due to these little ‘dragons’ the common name became Dragon Lakes. According to the 

legends there used to live real dragons here, who pelted each other with rocks and tree trunks, 

hence the rough landscape. 

The Valia Kalda and the East Zagoria are unknown 

mountain areas. Here you’ll find unspoilt nature with 

alternating forests, lakes, barren slopes, savage streams 

and waterfalls. It’s the habitat of the brown bear, but 

you’ll only find its traces. 

The Smolikas is the third highest mountain in Greece. 

From the Dragon Lake you may climb the summit, but 

that will make it a quite long hike. 

The accommodations 

The accommodations are quite diverse: you’ll start in a somewhat luxurious hotel, then you’ll 

stay in guest houses and the final accommodation is a mountain refuge in a village. The 

reception is warm and the food is lovely.  

At a surcharge you may enjoy your last overnight stay in a luxury hotel in Konitsa, with 

swimming pool, next to the Aoos river and the famous arched bridge. 

Booking period 

You may book this arrangement from 15 May until 31 July and from 1 September until 31 

October. 

Prices per person 2021 

Last overnight stay in mountain refuge in Pades 1-10 / 31-10 
15-5 / 31-7 

1-9 / 30-9 

for single room travelling alone € 1040 € 1010 

for single room travelling with two persons € 710 € 680 

for double/twin room travelling with two persons € 625 € 600 

for three persons on 1 single and 1 double/twin room € 545 € 515 

for three persons on triple room (sometimes 1 single bed + 1 

double bed) 
€ 485 € 465 

for four persons on two double/twin rooms  € 460 € 435 

 

Last overnight stay in luxury hotel in Konitsa 1-10 / 31-10 
15-5 / 31-7 

1-9 / 30-9 

for single room travelling alone € 1085 € 1055 

for single room travelling with two persons € 745 € 725 

for double/twin room travelling with two persons € 640 € 615 

for three persons on 1 single and 1 double/twin room € 570 € 540 

for three persons on triple room (sometimes 1 single bed + 1 

double bed) 
€ 495 € 470 

for four persons on two double/twin rooms  € 475 € 450 

 

Note: 

- Price is per person, flight excluded.  

- Mentioned room type does not apply for the overnight stay in Pades (mountain refuge 

with doritories). 

- For other group sizes, contact us for an estimate. 
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- 10% discount for people who previously booked an AnnaHiking tour and book directly 

through AnnaHiking. 

- From January 1st 2018 in Greece an ‘overnight tax’ is applicable. This tax has to be paid 

at check-in at your accommodation.  

Start and finish: Metsovo / Konitsa bus station 

Included 

- 7 overnight stays including breakfast. One overnight stay is in a mountain refuge (in the 

village) with bunk beds and shared facilities. At a surcharge the last overnight stay may 

also be in a luxury hotel in Konitsa. In that case you’ll be taken to Konitsa bus station the 

next day. 

- Hiking map of the tour region. If you live within the EU we’ll send it to your home 

address, otherwise the package will be waiting for you at the first accommodation. 

- GPS-tracks, detailed route descriptions and marked maps of each walk according to the 

program; digital, sent by WeTransfer, to be printed by you at your own wishes. 

- Information package with background information and information about catering, shops 

and facilities; digital, sent by WeTransfer, to be printed by you at your own wishes. 

- All transfers and luggage transports according to the program.  

- Reservation cost and assistance by telephone. 

Not included 

- Flight, insurances and travel expenses to the starting point and from the end. 

- Overnight tax (usually €0,50 per room per night). 

- Lunches, diner, drinks and other personal expenses. Packed lunch can be acquired from 

the accommodations.  

- Transfers not mentioned in the program. 

- Everything else not mentioned under “included”. 

Own travel expenses and flight 

You travel to Metsovo on your own account; we gladly advise you about the possibilities.  

Metsovo may be reached in the following ways: 

- Flight on Ioannina (always with flight change in Athens), public bus to Metsovo. 

- Flight on Thessaloniki, public bus to Ioannina, change bus to Metsovo (back by the same 

highway). 

- Flight on Preveza Akti or Athens, public bus to Ioannina, change bus to Metsovo. 

- Flight on Corfu, ferry to Igoumenitsa and public bus to Ioannina, change bus to Metsovo. 

Very suitable should you wish to extend your stay on Corfu (we offer various walking 

arrangements or beach accommodation). 

The return from Konitsa is always per public bus to Ioannina. 

We can arrange transportation from Thessaloniki or Preveza Akti airport or from Igoumenitsa 

harbour. Ask for an estimate. 

Luggage 

You carry a day pack with water, lunch, warm and 

rainproof clothing, possibly swimming gear, items for 

personal care, binoculars/camera etc.  

On the transfer days the remaining luggage is brought to 

the next accommodation while you walk.  

http://www.annahiking.nl/
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Before departure we send you a list with essential and advised items. 

http://www.annahiking.nl/
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Day to day 

(You can download the elevation profiles separately.) 

Note: walking times mentioned are net times without breaks.  

Day 1: To Metsovo, circular walk through the village (PV10102a) 

 
 

You travel on your own account to Metsovo, a traditional mountain village.  The people live 

of winter sports, cattle and tourism. As soon as you look behind the few tourist streets, you’ll 

find some wonderful monasteries and churches and lovely old houses.  

If you arrive in time you may make a circular walk through the village and along both 

monasteries. 
 

walking time/distance: 1h40’ / 5.0km 

ascent/descent: 280m 

overnight stay: Metsovo 

Day 2: Circular walk ‘The Bear Trail’ (PV10103c) 

 
 

The Ursa Trail or ‘Trail of the Bear’ is a track around the village of Metsovo. It’s a lovely, 

not too strenuous circular hike north of Metsovo. The paths are well maintained and take you 

through beech forest and along the old and new ski centres. Along the path you encounter 

various works of art. Every year the Ursa Trail Race takes place over 40 and 20 kilometer.  

walking time/distance: 5h / 17.6km 

ascent/descent: 680m 

overnight stay: Metsovo 

http://www.annahiking.nl/
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Day 3: Along the Aoos river to Vovousa (PV30141x) 

 
 

Transfer to the artificial lake of Aoos river. You’ll walk along the river to Vovousa village. 

The walk is alternately on country and forest roads and paths and a last small stretch on 

asphalt towards the guest house.  

Near Vovousa you’ll cross the river (sometimes there’s a small pontoon bridge) to avoid a 

stretch of asphalt road. On your way to the village square you’ll pass the waterworks museum 

showing a water mill and various kinds of water-driven devices. You’ll cross the Aoos river 

once more by the historical arched bridge and soon you’ll reach the guest-house. 

In good weather and when in excellent condition you may choose a longer hike past the 

Flenga summit and Flenga lakes. See the extension hike possibilities at the end of the 

document. 

In Vovousa you may extend your stay for an extra circular walk, see the extension hike 

possibilities at the end of the document. 

walking time/distance: 5h45’ / 20.4km 

ascent/descent: 210m / 580m 

overnight stay: Vovousa 

Day 4: From Vovousa to Distrato above the Aoos valley (PV14191x) 

 
 

This walk also shows you the stream valley of the Aoos river, now from above. The first 

kilometer is by the quiet asphalt road through Vovousa village, then you’ll enter the woods 

and descend towards the river. You’ll cross a side stream of the Aoos and start ascending 

through mostly light forest until you’ve reached a country road. 

You’ll pass the site ‘Paliomonastiro’ (named after an old monastery that supposedly stood 

here) and ascend by the undulating road. A path takes you down again to cross some side 

streams. From there you’ll encounter a steep ascent. At the ridge you descend again along a 

spring and continue by country roads until you’ve reached Distrato village. 

http://www.annahiking.nl/
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It’s a long hike but not very strenuous due to the alternations in ascent and descent. You may 

pause every now and then to enjoy the lovely views into the Aoos valley an towards the 

surrounding mountains. 

walking time/distance: 5h40’ / 18.2km  

ascent/descent: 820m / 825m  

overnight stay: Distrato 

Day 5: From Distrato along the Agia Paraskevi monastery to Samarina (PV19201x) 

 
 

You walk through Distrato village and past a small stream towards the asphalt road which 

you’ll follow for almost 3km winding upwards. A forest path will then take you to the saddle 

and the weak Boublasi spring. From the saddle you’ll have a first sighting of the Sotiris 

chapel beneath Samarina. 

A long stretch with steep descents and gradual ascents will bring you on the next ridge where 

you may see again the Sotiris chapel and now also the adjoining Agia Paraskevi monastery. 

Now you keep descending until you reach the Giotsas river. After the crossing you ascend 

again until the chapel and the (deserted) monastery. The last part is by a somewhat derelict 

asphalt road until you’ll reach Samarina. The lively village boasts a lovely square with 

various tavernas and a shop selling local cheeses. 

The village is well known with the Greek for her many churches and chapels among which 

the Megali Panagia church with a tree growing from the roof of the katholikon. 

walking time/distance: 5h / 16.7km  

ascent/descent: 1010m / 560m  

overnight stay: Samarina 

Day 6: Over the slopes of the Smolikas mountain to Agia Paraskevi (PV20211x) 

 
 

First you’ll walk in half an hour to the sporting grounds of Samarina. From the sporting 

grounds you’ll gradually ascend in an hour and a quarter by forest paths and along a small 
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spring until the barren plateau. As soon as you’ve reached the plateau the views are breath-

taking! 

Still ascending (alternated with some small descents) you’ll reach the Mosia saddle in just 

over 2 hours. The Mosia is the ‘shoulder’ of the Smolikas mountain, from where you can see 

the Smolikas summit and Agia Paraskevi village. A hefty and stony descent brings you in a 

wide valley. Here you may catch your breath before you descend again towards a cattle pond 

above the Vathilakos stream. You’ll follow this stream valley downwards until you’ll reach 

the asphalt road next to a water mill. 

A taxi will meet you there to take you to the village Agia Paraskevi (also called Kerasovo). 

On the cosy square in front of your guest-house you’ll be able to recover from this strenuous 

but wonderful hike. 

walking time/distance: 8hr30’ / 19,6km  

ascent/descent: 1145m / 1470m  

overnight stay: Agia Paraskevi (Kerasovo) 

Day 7: Along the Smolikas Dragon lake to Pades (PV21121x) 

 
 

From Agia Paraskevi you’ll ascend by a paved path turning into a forest path. At 2000 meters 

altitude the woods open into barren fields with a small shepherd hut. From there it’s just a bit 

further to the Dragon Lake. The lake is a real gem, hidden on the slopes of the Smolikas 

mountain. From here you may reach the summit in about 1¾-2 hours back and forth. 

From the lake you ascend by mountain paths until the Mougrila shepherd hut. Descending the 

woods thicken again until you’ve reached Pades. You’ll stay in the ‘mountain refuge’ situated 

in the village. 

walking time/distance: 6h30’ / 19.0km  

ascent/descent: 1215m / 1080m  

overnight stay: Pades 

Day 8: Departure 

A taxi will take you to Konitsa. If your tour ends you’ll be left at the bus station, if you 

continue through the Central Zagoria you’ll be left at the hotel next to the historical arched 

bridge. 
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Extra hike possibilities 

Alternative day 3: Past the Flenga summit and lakes to Vovousa (PV11141x) 

 
 

A taxi will bring you to the Mavrovouni mountain refuge (not operated). From there one of 

the finest hikes through the Valia Kalda start, with many highlights. You’ll ascend gradually 

along pleasant meadows with lots of little streams unti the Flenga summit. On the way you’ll 

enjoy marvellous views over the Aoos lake. From the top you’ll have an all round view over 

the landscape and you’ll catch the first glimpse of the Dragon lakes below. 

You’ll descend to the upper or Great Flenga lake. It’s the habitat of the Alpen newt (Trituris 

alpestris), the little ‘dragons’. Ascending along the slope with great view over the lower or 

Small Flenga lake you’ll reach a small saddle. Here starts the long descent along mountain 

and forest paths until the Arkoudorema, ‘Bear Stream’. 

You’ll cross this wide stream three times, probably wading. You’ll mostly walk high above 

the stream, but will hear it almost constantly. There are some hefty climbs to conquer! At 

Smixomata crossroads you’ll descend to the Aoos river, which you’ll have to cross as well. 

The last stretch is by a path and then gravel roads until the asphalt towards Vovousa. A 

strenuous but rewarding hike! 

THIS HIKE IS ONLY POSSIBLE WITH GOOD WEATHER (PREDICTIONS) AND AN 

EXCELLENT HIKING CONDITION! In bad weather or if you’re not sure about your 

capabilities you have to do the standard walk along the Aoos. In rain or with (expected) 

thunder this walk is not safe! 

walking time/distance: 7h30’ / 21.9km 

ascent/descent: 685m / 1475m 

overnight stay: Vovousa 

From Vovousa: Circular walk along the Vovousa waterworks (PV14141c) 
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A quiet circular walk from the village of Vovousa with its marvellous arched stone bridge. 

You ascend some until the chapel of Agios Dimitrios and return to the village by a different 

route. You pass the waterworks museum with a watermill and ‘nerotrivio’, a natural washing 

machine. 

walking time/distance: 3h50’/ 10.9km 

ascent/descent: 455m 

overnight stay: Vovousa 

From Agia Paraskevi: Circular walk Milia (PV21212a) 

 
 

Leaving the village you’ll ascend along a charming little chapel until the wooden foot bridge 

‘Plaka’ where the circular tour starts. You’ll follow undulating forest paths with some views 

to the north until you’ll reach the (weak) Milia spring. Still in the woods you’ll ascend 

towards the Megagianni saddle. Here starts the descent into a meadow with lots of little 

yellow prunes and lovely views towards the Smolikas mountain range. You’ll follow the 

cattle paths along the Megagianni spring until you’ve reached the Plaka bridge again. By the 

same path back to the village. 

In the afternoon you may enter the local museum to admire the traditional costumes and 

utensils. 

walking time/distance: 4h / 10.4km  

ascent/descent: 515m  

overnight stay: Agia Paraskevi (Kerasovo) 

From Konitsa: Along the Aoos to the inhabited Stomiou monastery (PZ17171c) 

 
 

A relaxed walk along the Aoos river to the inhabited Stomiou monastery, built in 1442. After 

the almost complete devastation during the war in 1943 it’s entirely rebuilt and has been 

inhabited since the last couple of years. 
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You’ll cross the river by the large stone arched bridge of Konitsa, one of the biggest bridges 

in the Balkan constructed from 1923 to 1852. Below the bridge is a bell which tolls at heavy 

winds and so warns the people its too dangerous to use the bridge. 

The wide path along the river takes you in less than 2 hours to the monastery. Here you may 

enjoy a cool drink from the spring and admire the many murals in the church. After the visit 

you return to the hotel partly by a path situated a bit higher on the slopes.  

walking time/distance: 4h / 11.1km 

ascent/descent: 420m m  

overnight stay: Konitsa 
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